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This Fourth Edition has been thoroughly revised and updated to take account of
international developments in pharaceutical chemistry and to maintain the position of
Practical Pharmaceutical Chemistry as the leading University textbook in the field of
pharaceutical analysis and quality control. Part 2 deals with physical techniques of
analysis for more advanced courses. It gives a broad coverage of the most widely used
techniques in quantative chromatography. The treatmentof spectroscopy and
radiopharmaceuticals has also been increased. Thre are additional chapters on the
contribution and role of physical methods of analysis in the various stages of drug
development; and a series of workshop-style exercises, illustrating the application of
spectroscopic techniques in structural elucidation and verification of identity. Users of
the two volumes will welcome the internationalisation of the text, with examples based
on drugs and dosage forms that are widespread and in commun use in human
medicine in Britain, continental Europe and North America. Additionally there is some
reference to veterinary pharmaceuticals where they provide appropriate examples.
The present book ""Pharmaceutical Chemistry Inorganic, Vol I has been written
according to the revised syllabus framed by the Pharmacy council of India as per
Education Regulations 1991. In this book, subject matter has been recognised
incorporating applicationwise classification(Therapeutic, pharmaceutical etc.) rather
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than the traditional chemical classification. More emphasis has been further laid by
explaining the medical and pharmaceutical terms and to what extent it is justifiable to
classify a compound under any of the categories. Inevitably, students will find repetition
for some compo.
The present supplement to Inorganic Chemistry courses is developed in the form of
reference schemes, presenting the information on one or several related element
derivatives and their mutual transformations within one double-sided sheet. The
compounds are placed from left to right corresponding to the increase in the formal
oxidation number of the element considered. For each distinct oxidation state the upper
position in the column is occupied by an oxide, its hydrated forms, followed then by
basic (and oxo-) and normal salts. The position of each compound in this scheme is
unambiguously determined in this approach by the central atom oxidation number (in
the horizontal direction) and the nature of ligand (in the vertical one), which simplifies
considerably the search for necessary information. The mutual transformations are
displayed by arrows accompanied by the reagents or other factors responsible for the
reaction (red arrows mean oxidation, green arrows mean reduction, black arrows – if
the oxidation number is not changed). Modern training programs require the mastering
of a tremendous amount of data. The present tables should serve as a useful addition
to textbooks and lectures.
The present book "Pharmaceutical Chemistry Inorganic, Vol I has been written
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according to the revised syllabus framed by the Pharmacy council of India as per
Education Regulations 1991. In this book, subject matter has been recognised
incorporating applicationwise classification(Therapeutic, pharmaceutical etc.) rather
than the traditional chemical classification. More emphasis has been further laid by
explaining the medical and pharmaceutical terms and to what extent it is justifiable to
classify a compound under any of the categories. Inevitably, students will find repetition
for some compou.
This book is a fruitful outcome of this feeling. Besides M. Sc. students, this book will be useful
to those students who are preparing for NET (CSIR), SLET, IAS, PCS and other competitive
examinations. This text includes various types of analytical techniques. Every technique
included in this text is self-sufficient in itself. Every concept has been demonstrated by simple
diagrams using simple mathematics and elegant style.
Introduction. Centrak Nervous System Stimulants. Antidepressants and Antinxienty Agent
(Anxiolytic). Antipsychotic Agents and Hallucinogens. General Anaestetics. Hypnotics and
Sedatives. Skeletal Muscle Relaxants. Tranquilizing Agents. Anticonvulsant Drugs. Analgesics
(Narcotcs). Anpyertic Analgesics. Nonsteroidal Anti- Inflammatory Agents. Adrenergic Agents.
Adrenergic Blocking Agents. Cardiovascular Agents. Histamines & Antihistaminic Agents.
antitussives & Expectorants. Coagulants and Anticoagulants
This comprehensive and well-written book presents the fundamental concepts of
Pharmacotherapeutics, aiming at the safe and effective use of drugs in the treatment of
disease. It is interdisciplinary in its approach and provides a basis for understanding the
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actions and uses of drugs in man. It is written in a simple and easy-to-understand language.
The text is divided into sixteen chapters
Quality Control in Pharmacy - Errors in Analysis - Impurities in Pharmaceutical Substances and
Limit Tests - Water - Solubility of Pharmaceuticals - Acids, Bases and Buffers - Antioxidants Gastrointestinal Agents - Topical Agents - Dental Products - Inhalants - Expectorants, Emetics
and Respiratory Stimulants - Major Intra and Extracellular Electrolytes - Official Compounds of
Iron - Official Compounds of Iodine - Official Compounds of Calcium - Radiopharmaceuticals
and Contrast Media - Antidotes in Poisoning - Identification Tests for Ions and Radicals Appendix - Index - Bibliography
Principles of Analytical Chemistry gives readers a taste of what the field is all about. Using
keywords of modern analytical chemistry, it constructs an overview of the discipline, accessible
to readers pursuing different scientific and technical studies. In addition to the extremely easyto-understand presentation, practical exercises, questions, and lessons expound a large
number of examples.
The main object of this book is to attract the under graduate and post graduate students, to
learn the basic theories of Pharmaceutical Inorganic Chemistry. Thus the book is aimed to
eliminate the inadequacy in teaching and learning of Pharmaceutical Inorganic Chemistry by
providing enormous information about the inorganic compounds used in Pharmacy. -The
content of the book is innovative and presented in eight chapters, in a concise form as per the
needs of the students. -Incorporation of all the Chemical & Pharmaceutical aspects of the
inorganic compounds and their formulations -Describing all the aspects of inorganic
pharmaceuticals in easy to understand manner is the first of its kind. -For each chapter, a brief
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introduction, detailed discussion of the basic theory and applications in pharmacy are provided.
-Pharmaceutically important inorganic pharmaceuticals are discussed in detail with the
sources, official standards, preparations, physical and chemical properties, tests for
identification, uses and their storage conditions. -The principles of assay of each compound,
which is difficult to remember by the students is described in a student friendly manner to
understand easily and able to reproduce well in examinations, is the first of its kind.Presentation with simplified way of explanation along with chemical reactions of all compounds
helps to reproduce well in examinations.
In the recent past, there has occurred rapid revolution in spectroscopic techniques. At the
same time, many new spectroscopic techniques have been introduced and also the classical
spectroscopic techniques have been modified to suit the modern analytical laboratory. In this
short book, all these changes have been incorporated to suit B. Sc and M. Sc. students of
chemistry, physics, biochemistry, environmental science, pharmacy, engineering sciences,
microbiology, biotechnology, materials science and related them more suitable for students.
Line diagrams have been redrawn to make the book more il.
The third edition of the now popular and successful book includes Board Question Papers
2010 to 2017. The book is written, presented and published to meet the requirements of
students of diploma in pharmacy. Written in a lucid and simple language, it attempts to
demystify and simplify the basic concepts for the students of pharmacy for proper
understanding of the subject and to get a sure success in the state board examinations.
A comprehensive introduction to inorganic chemistry and, specifically, the science of metalbased drugs, Essentials of Inorganic Chemistry describes the basics of inorganic chemistry,
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including organometallic chemistry and radiochemistry, from a pharmaceutical perspective.
Written for students of pharmacy and pharmacology, pharmaceutical sciences, medicinal
chemistry and other health-care related subjects, this accessible text introduces chemical
principles with relevant pharmaceutical examples rather than as stand-alone concepts,
allowing students to see the relevance of this subject for their future professions. It includes
exercises and case studies.
A concise guide providing the physicochemical background to the design and use of
pharmaceutical dosage forms.This FASTtrack book is derived from the textbook
Physicochemical Principles of Pharmacy and is designed to be used alongside it for those
revision periods when time is short. It includes key points, tips, self assessment
questions/answers and memory maps to aid with revision.For the new edition there will be an
additional chapter on pharmaceutical nanotechnology.
Pharmaceutical Chemistry-- Inorganic(Vol. I)Pharmaceutical Chemistry, 1
Pharmaceutical Analysis is a compulsory subject offered to all the under graduate students of
Pharmacy. This book on Pharmaceutical Analysis has been designed considering the syllabi
requirements laid down by AICTE and other premier institutes/universities. The book covers
both the Titrimetric and Instrumental aspects of Pharmaceutical analysis which is helpful for
use in multiple semesters.

Handbook of Modern Pharmaceutical Analysis, Second Edition, synthesizes the
complex research and recent changes in the field, while covering the techniques and
technology required for today's laboratories. The work integrates strategy, case studies,
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methodologies, and implications of new regulatory structures, providing complete
coverage of quality assurance from the point of discovery to the point of use. Treats
pharmaceutical analysis (PA) as an integral partner to the drug development process
rather than as a service to it Covers method development, validation, selection, testing,
modeling, and simulation studies combined with advanced exploration of assays,
impurity testing, biomolecules, and chiral separations Features detailed coverage of
QA, ethics, and regulatory guidance (quality by design, good manufacturing practice),
as well as high-tech methodologies and technologies from "lab-on-a-chip" to LC-MS,
LC-NMR, and LC-NMR-MS
In this latest Seventh Edition , five New Chapters (No. 28, 29, 33, 36 and 37) have been
added to enhance the scope and utility of the book: three chapters pertain to
Bioenergetics and Metabolism (Biosynthesis of Nucleotides, Degradation of
Nucleotides, Mineral Metabolism) and two to Nutrition Biochemistry (Principles of
Nutrition, Elements of Nutrition). In fact, all the previously-existing 35 chapters have
been thoroughly revised, enlarged and updated in the light of recent advancements and
the ongoing researches being conducted the world over.
Chapter -1 Introduction Chapter -2 The Cell Chapter -3 Membrane Signalling Chapter
-4 Biomolecules Chapter -5 Bioenergetics Chapter -6 Enzymes Chapter -7 Cell
Respiration Chapter -8 Metabolism Chapter-9 Protein Synthesis Chapter-10
Miscellaneous
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This comprehensive textbook for on pharmaceutical organic chemistry fully meets the
needs of pharmacy students at the undersgraduate level.
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